Cleanroom Construction Options
Size, function, standards of cleanliness, complexity, and quality are all
determinants of cleanroom build, and dependent on product and company
need. Construction and internal fit-outs vary…which or whether?
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Modular Systems
Pre-fabricated panel systems in powder-coated steel,
stainless steel, melamine, vinyl. Free-standing, structural or used to line walls.
Benefits:
• Minimal on-site build time
• Alterable on-site
• Relocatable and reusable
• Walk-on ceiling capability
• Fire-rated cleanroom systems
• Sound-rated cleanroom systems

Air Conditioning
& Filtration Plant
• Recirculating and total loss systems
• Temperature and humidity control to
customer specifications
• Special applications for rooms with high
heat loads or cooling loads
• Commissioning, training and validation
• Remote customer control systems
• Negative pressure and positive pressure
cleanrooms and environments

Configuring
Production Space
Ceilings

• Suspended (from existing structured,
plastic-faced or steel push-on tiles
• Suspended (from our own installed
steel structures
• Self-supporting and walk-on systems
• Plenum ceilings (full filter or partial
filter)
• Solid panel and PVC plank ceilings

Lighting

Flooring

• Recessed or surface mounted
• Top or bottom opening
• Teardrop units for full filter ceilings
• Explosion and moisture-proof
• Yellow and red lighting

• Seam-welded vinyl
• Epoxy resin
• Anti-static
• Perforated, raised access floors
• Biological protection floors

Place your building fit-out and finish in our hands.
We’ll relish the challenge.
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Building Fit-Out
& Cleanrooms

AutoProcess Design was established in 1995 to fill a gap in the market
for high-quality machine build and automation at an affordable price.

Understanding
Production Floor Needs
An ingrained understanding of the
production floor, gained through years
of working with businesses at every
level, size and sector, is what makes
AutoProcess Design different.
It’s that familiarity that enables us to fully
comprehend the exacting requirements of
fitting-out the production floor in a new or
existing facility. Whatever the size of the
operation, whatever the configuration, fit-out
and finish requirement, we have the expertise
to deliver perfectly completed solutions, every
time. We’ve configured a lot of buildings in our
lifetime; we’re not fazed by technology, sector,
floor layout requirement or finish – sterile or
non-sterile.
Adding capability to meet continually
exacting industry standards is what gives
us the edge. Understanding the drivers of
technology-driven enterprise translates into a
technological proficiency in cleanroom design
and installation. We know the importance of

controlling the environment in which highperformance products are designed, tested
and produced.
A partnership with the
CREGG Group (www.cregg.
ie) gives us the wherewithal
to design, build and fit-out facilities that are
apportioned appropriately, and finished to the
highest standard, without incurring third-party
expense at any stage of the process. Quickly
tuning into the client’s needs, we can deliver
an exceptional new facility, speedily, effortlessly
and flawlessly.
Group

When placed in our hands, your building fitout and finish will be perfectly understood.

We’re specialists in:
Customised Solutions / Controlled Environments
Facility Construction and Fit-Out / Prototype Design
Special Purpose Machinery / Production Line Automation
We’ve solved a lot of production problems since 1995.

We Thrive on Challenge!

Facility Fit-Out
Minds that can assimilate and tackle complex
workflow patterns, understand machine
demands, throughput outcomes, manufacturing
standards, and building configurations are what
our engineering team possess.
This translates into a capability that transcends
beyond internal deliverables into complete
facility construction and fit-out. Whatever the
size or type of operation, we can configure
and construct a facility or upgrade an existing
premises to suit all sectors and technologies.
Construction to current building regulation
standards is guaranteed.
Once built, we can design and configure
internal production lines to meet the most
exacting needs, from the ordinary to the
extraordinary, from general manufacturing
to stringent cleanroom specification. Work
benches can be delivered powder painted or
to cleanroom standard; product storage and
transfer equipment, slat and roller conveyors
to suit filling and capping lines too. We have
many years’ experience in the design and
installation of various automated solutions that
can move products through a facility – from a
simple stainless steel bench to an advanced fully
automated, integrated PLC-controlled system.
Understanding a client’s needs, optimising
production floor capability, and meeting
machine performance expectations is what
counts in our world.

Delivering Sterile
Environments
Our proficiency also extends to cleanroom
fit-out, be that station-based fountain sinks,
stainless steel benches, operated recording
product storage, product flow units, or slat
and belt-driven conveyor solutions to suit
filling and capping lines from a simple bench
to an advanced fully integrated PLC-controlled
system.
We have worked with a wide range of
businesses and sectors. We know the
environmental standards of the medical
device, micro-manufacturing and
healthcare sectors.
A focus on technology innovation and safe
construction methods guarantees right-firsttime delivery of validated clean room facilities.
Partitioning and glazing systems, doors, walkon ceilings, and associated accessories such
as wall protection, cleanroom furniture and
pass-through hatches can also be designed and
installed as part of our deliverable.
We’re mindful of the requirement for strict
adherence to industry construction procedures;
you’re guaranteed certainty of performance,
and a safe, on-time validated cleanroom.
Perfection, not mediocrity, is what we demand
from ourselves.

